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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9824993A1] Improvements to a joiner used in mounting stone to stone, concrete, and asphalt and mounting panel or the like to stone, an
anchor bolt for mounting and securing of a fixture and a box or the like to a wall surface, a road rivet, a line rivet, a point rivet and the like installed on
road for prevention of traffic accident. A joiner comprising a left joint member including an insertion plate having a semi-circular shape, formed with
a plurality of slits and provided with a protective frame, and a joint plate having a bolt and nut mounted in an insertion hole, and a right joint member
comprising an elliptical-shaped insertion plate and a joint plate secured perpendicularly to the insertion plate; an anchor bolt formed at one end
thereof with an integrally molded semi-circular insertion plate and having a nut releasably threaded onto the other end thereof; a joiner comprising a
flat member, of which connection is provided continuous to an anchor formed to have a substantially T-shape, and a T-shaped member composed
of a connection and an upright portion connected to the flat member; a road rivet provided with a semi-circular anchor portion, which is provided on
an underside of a reflective portion attaching thereto a reflective plate and is formed to be semi-circular shaped; a road rivet, in which the reflective
portion has a flattened trapezoidal shape; a road rivet comprising a cylindrical portion provided with a reflective portion and mounted to a base, and
a cross-shaped anchor provided on an underside of the base; a metallic joiner comprising an insertion portion formed with upper and lower bend
pieces and provided continuous to an end of an anchor portion having a semi-circular shape; a line rivet comprising an anchor portion formed with a
plurality of through holes and provided on an underside of an elliptical-shaped exposed portion; and a point rivet provided with a plurality of through
holes in a round-shaped exposed portion.
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